We analyze the performances of BP detection and prove that (for the erasure channel), and Guo, Shamai and Verdiu [7] , [8] they coincide with the ones of optimal (symbol MAP) detection in (for the gaussian and Poisson channels). The approach based the I -) oc limit. In the same limit, we prove that the information capacity of the system converges to Tanaka's formula for random othareauthe ore ses ratherge Insoder to iltte 'dense' signatures, thus providing the first rigorous justification it, and further explore its capabilities, we consider here a new of this formula. Apart from being computationally convenient, application: multi-user detection [9].
Recently, some definite progress was made on these probaccess) multi-user detection problem for binary signals and lems in the context of LDPC codes [3] , [4] , [5] . The basic additive white gaussian noise. We propose a spreading sequences new ingredient is a 'general area theorem' that yields the rate scheme based on random sparse signatures, and a detection of change of the mutual information across the system, under algorithm based on belief propagation (BP) with linear time complexity. In the new scheme, each user conveys its power onto a change in the channel parameter. Earlier examples of such a a finite number of chips 1, in the large system limit. relation were found by Ashikhmin, Kramer, and ten Brink [6] We analyze the performances of BP detection and prove that (for the erasure channel), and Guo, Shamai and Verdiu [7] , [8] they coincide with the ones of optimal (symbol MAP) detection in (for the gaussian and Poisson channels). The approach based the I -) oc limit. In the same limit, we prove that the information capacity of the system converges to Tanaka's formula for random othareauthe ore ses ratherge Insoder to iltte 'dense' signatures, thus providing the first rigorous justification it, and further explore its capabilities, we consider here a new of this formula. Apart from being computationally convenient, application: multi-user detection [9] .
the new scheme allows for optimization in close analogy with irregular low density parity check [10] , and Verdiu pPb > 0 (as we expect in a general setting), one cannot say and Shamai [11] considered the case in which the input much about MAP performances, and their relation to BP (apartsybl37argusinado vrale.Ungadm from the obvious sub-optimality of BP). matrix theory, they were able to compute the minimum mean 1An earlier example that support this view is the use of low density codes square error, and the information capacity of the system. In with non-linear checks for lossy data compression in [2] .
[12], we considered a multi-user detection algorithm based on 
Unhappily, the replica method is non-rigorous. In this paper y4 (Xaa)
exp -1 S we will prove Tanaka's formula for a < as 1.49 (a precise kGYa definition of as is provided in the next Section). For earlier Such distribution is conveniently represented through the assoapplications of BP to multi-user detection with binary signals, ciated factor graph, cf. Fig. 1 . This includes K variable nodes we refer, for instance to [14] , [15] , [16] . We will prove that, (one for each user i), N function nodes (one for each chip a) in the same regime a < as, optimal (symbol MAP) detection and an edge joining user i and chip a whenever i C Oa. can be implemented using BP.
If signatures are chosen according to the proposed scheme,
In order to prove these results, we will introduce a new the resulting factor graph is a sparse random graph. The 'sparse signature' scheme, see Section II, and view standard degree distribution is Ql on the variable node (user) side, dense signatures as a limiting case. The identity between and converges to a Poisson distribution with mean la on the the two limiting procedures will be the object of a separate function node (chip) side. publication. 
support). We also let I > 0 be its mean and define wl =_ IQ1/
(1 k=±1l
for I > 0. The user i constructs her signature si independently fuThr eAdp the iac tn0
from the other users as follows. She chooses an integer 1 from W utemr dp h nta odto oi=v th ditibto Q n ust& f{, } fsz After afixed number of iterations, all the messages incoming at 1A uniformly at random among the (17) such subsets. Her variable node i are combined to compute the decision xi"2 signature is Si = -(S~i,. . . SiN)T where 5ia C {+1,-1} sg aia uniformly at random if a C &i, and 5ia =0 otherwise. 2More precisely, we use here one half of log-likelihoods.
B. Main results to x = x+, then ESH(X Y) = -EX,Y,1ogP(X Y,$)
In order to state and prove our main results more easily, it -, log IP(X Y, $ Aiskeystpions the pootebeelcssiaArea theorem. Following [7] , the derivative, with respect to the noise parameter, of the conditional entropy is proportional izing the BP-based detection algorithm defined by Eqs. (6), . h .
(7). Our second result shows that, in the small a regime this algorithm is indeed optimal (the proof of this result is deferred dH(X Y) = 1 Ey {Var(SX Y)} *
to a longer paper). do2 2o4 Theorem 2: Let Pb (I, N) be the expected bit error rate un-Let us take the expectation with respect to the signatures $, and der symbol MAP detection, and PBP(I, N; t) the same quantity normalize by the number of users. Using the all +1 assumpfor t iterations BP detection. Define the asymptotic BP error tion, we get (derivative and expectation can be interchanged overhead as because H(X Y) has positive bounded derivative, see below) We start by collecting a few remarks whose proof is routine, realize that 0 < gN(a., u2) < 1/2u-4. The same inequalities and therefore omitted apart from a few hints, also hold at fixed $, which justifies the exchange of derivative All +1 input. For the sake of analysis (and for proving and expectation above. Theorem 1) we can assume that the input signal is x As in Refs. [3] , [4] , [5] , we introduce furthermore the BP z+_(+1, ... ., +l)T. The proof is based on a repeated application of the central limit The first lemma states that, in the low noise limit, the input theorem (the argument can be written as an induction over t). can be reconstructed faithfully from the transmitted message The reader is invited to try, for instance, with t = 1, 2. and therefore the conditional entropy per bit vanishes (recall Let us now turn to the proof of Theorem 1. We start by that we are dealing with discrete inputs), _ _ using Lemma 3 to compute the large I limit of the BP GEXIT GEXIT functions preserve physical degradation [5] . BP Finally, a Lemma on the large I limit of DE. distribution to a gaussian random variable with mean AO and From these remarks, it follows that g-t(a, U2) iS integrable variance A2 as 1 -c. over U C [0, x) and strictly decreasing in t > 1. We can 100 the crucial ingredient allowing for low complexity detection and close-to-optimal performances.
